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A public service short story includes a time and place, characters, and a 
plot including events, a critical decision by the main character 
(protagonist), and a resolution and conclusion. The crucial decision has 
an ethical dimension and shapes the ending of the story. 



One approach to writing a short story is to hold all the design elements in 
your mind and shape the story as a whole. This is the “forest” or “big 
picture” approach. In other words, your shape your characters as you 
develop the plot in your mind. 



For example, in your mind you “design” your protagonist  while also 
anticipating the plot of your story.  



You discover your cast of characters (and “who” they each need to be) as 
you think though variations of the plot you have in mind. 



Your protagonist (and each other character) has a personality. Each 
character also has values and beliefs. The public sector organization has a 
culture – meaning the way people treat each other and the way work is 
done. 



Your protagonist is on some kind of a journey in the context of the public 
sector organization where he or she works. The journey aligns with the 
values and beliefs of the protagonist and is shaped by the culture of the 
organization. As you think and write, at first the path is likely to be 
uncertain. But as you continue to write, the path and the journey become 
clearer. The culture of the organization shapes the journey. 



As you write your public service story, 
identify time and place, introduce your 
characters and identify the organization 
and its culture. Your protagonist will 
face some kind of problem and will seek 
to achieve a goal by solving the 
problem. Include a human antagonist 
who is (or represents) the problem. 
Don’t make the antagonist a jerk or 
idiot. Everyone has reasons for being as 
they are and for seeing things as they 
do. Let your story grow like a plant. 
Pretty soon the plot may almost begin 
to write itself as you consider the ways 
your characters are likely to interact. 



At some point in his or her journey, your protagonist must make a fateful 
decision with an ethical dimension.  The resolution and conclusion of your 
story will be largely determined by that decision. The story may have a 
happy ending. It may not. Be sure that your story involves themes related to 
the study of public administration. 



Finally, leave your readers with something to think about. A good story 
has one or more possible meanings that are potentially relevant to 
people. Don’t do the reader’s work for the reader. In other words, 
don’t conclude, “and the moral of the story is.” Respect your readers 
they are adults who can derive the value your story may have for 
them.  


